Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) has previously been shown to be a useful decomposition tool for multivariate data. Non-negative bases allow strictly additive combinations which have been shown to be part-based as well as relatively sparse. We pursue a discriminative decomposition by coupling NMF objective with a maximum margin classifier, specifically a support vector machine (SVM). Conversely, we propose an NMF based regularizer for SVM. We formulate the joint update equations and propose a new method which identifies the decomposition as well as the classification parameters. We present classification results on synthetic as well as real datasets.
Introduction
Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) has been shown to be useful for many applications in pattern recognition, multimedia, text mining, and DNA gene expressions [6, 17, 23, 31] . The work of Lee and Seung [15, 16] brought much attention to NMF in machine learning and data mining fields. Various extensions and variations of NMF have been proposed recently [18, 8] . NMF, in its most general form, can be described by the following factorization
where d is the dimension of the data, N is the number of data points (usually more than d) and r < d, E is the error and X, W, H are non-negative. Generally, this factorization has been compared with data decomposition techniques. In this sense W is the set of r domain specific basis functions and H is data specific reconstruction weights. It has been claimed by numerous researchers that such a decomposition has some favorable properties over other similar decompositions, such as PCA etc. One of the most useful properties of NMF is that it usually produces a sparse representation of the data. Such a representation encodes much of the data using few active components, which makes the encoding easy to interpret. One of the most important shortcomings of NMF, as identified by numerous authors, is the fact that NMF doesn't consider inherent domain knowledge embedded in the data itself. For many real world applications, such as expression recognition etc. the knowledge of prior labels present in the data can be used to generate better discriminative decompositions. This knowledge is completely ignored by generic NMF and as such many new variants such as non-negative graph embedding (NGE) [32] , multiplicative NGE [29] , Fisher NMF [30] etc. have been proposed in the recent past.
On the other side of the spectrum, consider the case when we have the data, belonging to two classes, residing in a space which is linearly separable by a maximum margin classifier like support vector machine (SVM). This data is then projected onto a similar dimensional space which skews the data. Such an example is shown in Fig. 1 . As a direct consequence of the projection the classification accuracy of SVM's declines drastically. NMF decomposition has the potential to revert the projection step, by identifying the additive basis as well as the features. Hence, a decomposition followed by classification promises to alleviate some of the problems faced by the classifier in the original space. It can be argued in the defense of SVM's that nonlinear projections techniques, such as kernels, can be used to compensate for the non-separability of the data. Also, more recent variants of SVM, like the relative margin machine (RMM) [27] , propose additional constraints on the SVM cost function to answer some related problems. But the above mentioned dilemma points to a problem non the less.
In this work, we propose a model which tries to answer both the above mentioned problems in a joint framework. The focus of this work is to identify a common update scheme which appreciates both the decomposition as well as the classification task. Traditionally, these two aspects of data handling have been dealt separately. Generative models have been used to formulate data generation process, while discriminative models are widely preferred when data separation or clustering is the need. We propose a joint development of both the schemes into a coherent optimization framework. The framework presented in this paper extends the idea of joint learning of generative/discriminative models [1, 12, 13, 25] .
Motivated by the recent array of work in the field of SVM like classifiers in the primal domain [4, 7] , we propose to combine the cost function of the NMF decomposition, as well as the primal formulation for the maximum margin (MM) classifier. Our development is similar in spirit to Bradley et al. [2] , but their work does not implicitly learn the classifier parameters with the coding parameters. We develop combined multiplicative updates (MU) for the optimization problem. Mørup et al. [22] have recently argued that projected gradient (PG) techniques converge faster than MU, but also agree to the fact that if MU is used as the starting point for PG techniques then the solution obtained is very close to optimal. Sha et al. [26] argue in favor of MU by noting the fact that the updates are free of learning rate parameter which needs to be carefully selected for most PG techniques. Also for sparse non-negative updates, MU seems to need only a non-negative starting point, whereas PG techniques require a non-linear projection step which may not be naturally enforced. Also for PG, the relative order of performing non-negative projection and unit norm projection for the basis vectors, for every iteration, is not properly defined in the literature. It seems only fair to assume that any development in the field of MU can always further the research envelope in this field.
Supervised Dictionary Learning: In classical dictionary learning tasks, one considers a signal x ∈ R d and a
, makes the dictionary over complete). In this setting dictionary learning leads to min D,α∈R k x − Dα 2 2 + λR(α) The regularization term is usually an l 1 norm penalty, that leads to a sparse representation. Mairal et al. [21] , took this formulation to the scenario, when the signal X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n } is a collection of samples assumed to belong to one of p different classes. Their problem setup was to learn jointly a single dictionary D, adapted to the classification task and a function f which is essentially a classifier, separating the data into the p different classes.
There is a subtle difference between dictionary learning and matrix decompositions. Matrix decomposition can be thought of as a special case of dictionary learning, where the size of the dictionary is constrained to be less than or equal to the observed data dimension. The work described in this paper explores the problem of matrix factorization with some proposed extensions, which can also be explored in a generic dictionary learning setup. Our work builds on the work by Mairal et al. [21] , introducing the following new features to the problem description: (a) all the components of the decomposition, basis as well as weights should be non-negative, (b) the classification function should belong to the family of maximum margin classifiers, (c) introduction of the concept of kernels into the joint development, and (d) development of combined multiplicative update routines for all the constituents of the model.
NMF decomposition with Maximum Margin Classifier
Our problem takes a data matrix X ∈ R d,n + , which consists of n observations which are d dimensional column vectors, and a label vector Y ∈ {−1, 1} n . Our goal is to find a non-negative decomposition for X as well learn a classifier in the decomposition space. Writing the weighted combination of NMF and maximum margin classifier, the combined cost function which we want to minimize is
where g i ∈ R r,1 is the i th column of G, β 0 is an unknown bias, C is some constant and L(y, t) is the loss function for the classifier. We interpret the decomposition such that the columns of F behave as the basis, and the columns of G are the corresponding features, which generate the points in the observation X. By learning the classifier in the sense defined above, we are essentially transforming the classification task from the domain {X, Y} to {G, Y}, while also finding the basis F. The loss function is chosen to be of the form L(y, t) = max(0, 1 − yt) p and γ is some constant which distributes the relative importance of the two terms in the optimization. This can be identified as the relative weighting between the generative component and the discriminative component of the cost function.
The cost function is not jointly convex for all the unknowns. For any one unknown, with all the other unknowns held constant, the cost function is a convex quadratic function (for p = 1, 2). We would like to point out that the optimization for F is exactly similar to simple NMF and hence we keep the multiplicative update by Lee and Seung.
Subsequently, we need to find update equations for G as well as the weight vector w ∈ R d together with the bias β 0 . Traditional solution for SVM classifiers is generally obtained in the dual domain. One problem with writing the dual for our formulation is the inherent coupling of the weight vector w and the features G. Since G is no longer a constant in our formulation, hence the dual formulation becomes complicated and involved. Borrowing from the development mentioned by Chapelle [4] , we replace w, with a functional form f (x) = n i=1 β i k(x i , x) where k(x, y) is a kernel as given by the the representer theorem [11] . Introducing this formulation into our cost function, with a temporary suppression of the bias term β 0 , yields the modified cost function
where λ = 1/C is the relative weighting between the loss function and the margin and γ is the relative weighting between the generative and the discriminative component. It can be easily observed that the second and third terms in the above equation are very similar in form to the dual expression solved for SVM. Writing the kernel matrix K, such that K ij = k(g i , g j ), and k i the i th column of K, we get
Writing the first order gradient with respect to β, we get
. Similar to Chapelle [4] , we call a point g i a support vector when y i f (g i ) < 1, i.e. a non-zero loss for this point is encountered. WLOG, after re-ordering the training points such that the first n sv points are the support vectors, the gradient and the Hessian, with respect to β can be written as
where I 0 = I sv 0 0 0 n×n . The Newton step for β can now be written as
where η is the Newton step size, which we keep fixed at 1. For the update of the vector β, we note that from Eq. (7), we can write the update vector as
where I nsv is the identity matrix of size n sv , and K sv , Y sv contain only the indices pertaining to the support vectors. To incorporate the bias term β 0 , we solve the following system of linear equations
where c is some constant which is of the order of some kernel statistic. The only limiting assumption in this formulation is that the kernel matrix is invertible. For the inner product kernel this assumption is not a problem, but for other kernels, it is advisable to add a small ridge to the kernel matrix. Assuming all g k 's other than g i are held constant and we want to minimize F (g i ), we write the second order Taylor expansion around a point g i as
Next, we identify an auxiliary function such that the minimization of the auxiliary function leads to a guaranteed minimization of the original cost function. This property is guaranteed by the construction of the auxiliary function G(v, v ), which has to fulfil two crucial properties that
Minimizing the auxiliary function G leads to a guaranteed minimization of the objective function F . Having identified such properties of auxiliary functions, the basic idea for handling quadratic costs similar to F (g i ) in Eq. (11), is to identify a matrix H , such that the difference between the second order terms H − H 0 (semi-positive definite).
Generic Non-linear kernels
One of the main implications of combining the SVM cost function with NMF is the fact that the features themselves are evolving with the iterations and so is the kernel. In this section we look into the development of generic non-linear kernels of the form K(φ(x), φ(y)) where φ is some polynomial higher order mapping. For this work we choose the L 2 penalization for the loss, namely L(y, f (
2 . Different loss functions such as the KL divergence loss [2] can be incorporated seamlessly into our work.
As mentioned earlier in Eq. (11), we consider a second order approximation of the cost function, hence the choice of the kernels should be such that the third and higher order derivatives are negligible in magnitude. Though this is a drawback theoretically, it can be easily accounted for by choosing proper kernel weighting parameters. Also note that the squared loss term in general is not differentiable, but we incorporate only the terms (support vectors) for which a loss is incurred, which is then differentiable.
Inner Product Kernel
The inner product kernel is the simplest to analyze, since the second order approximation in Eq. (11) is exact. We present the subsequent analysis for the inner product kernel, specifically k(g i , g j ) = g T i g j . For this kernel the gradient and the Hessian can be written as
where I n is the identity matrix of size n and [i ∈ n sv ] is an indicator function indicating that the term is present in the gradient only when the index i belongs to the set of support vectors. Note that (F, x i , g i ) denotes the gradient obtained by simple NMF. Consequently, we need to find an upper bound for the Hessian, noting that the last term 4l i β i is unbounded. Also note that for an index i which is not a support vector, the Hessian is already positive definite. Using the triangle inequality we can bound
). Using this we can write the auxiliary function as
which brings us to the following lemmas:
Lemma 1 Let Q be a symmetric non-negative matrix and v be a positive vector, then the matrixQ = diag Qv v − Q 0 (Proved in [16] ).
Lemma 2 The choice of the function G(g
is a valid auxiliary function for F (g i ) in Eq. (11).
Proof: The first condition G(g i , g i ) = F (g i ) is obvious by simple substitution. The second condition can be obtained by proving that
The last condition above is satisfied since the matrix P 0, from Lemma. 1, and the second matrix S is a non-negative diagonal matrix which is added to P. Finally the update for g i can be found by evaluating
= 0, which gives
The above technique can be used for many different kernels.
Once the matrix A gi in Eq. 16 is identified, the update for g i follows from Eq. 17.
Implementation Details
The weighting parameter γ is one of the free parameters in our experiments. Since the features G at the start of the iterations are random, hence the discrimination afforded by them is very limited. As a heuristic for our joint 
Experiments
Before presenting comparative experimental details against well established factorization methods, we diverge into the initial motivation that our technique can perform better than simple svm based classifier, at least for certain scenarios. A deeper look into our formulation will reveal that our technique is somewhat similar to the geometric level set (GLS) based regularization introduced by Varshney and Willsky [28] . They allude to the fact that squared distance is not a signed function and hence cannot be used as a level set. But they counter this drawback by normalizing the l 1 norm after every iteration. For NMF this step is already taken care of by the positivity constraint, hence NMF cost can be thought of as a pseudo level set. In essence, we extend their level set method by replacing it with the NMF factorization term and provide multiplicative updates for the model variables. Comparison based on basic classification performance for binary datasets from the UCI Machine Learning Repository 1 are presented in Table. 1. Our method (NMFSVM) beats the geometric level set method on all the binary tasks and performs comparative to normal SVM beating it in three out of four tests. In defence of the GLS technique it must be realized that this technique can be seamlessly used for multiclass problems as well, where as our technique can only perform binary classification. In de-1 http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/ fence of SVM it must be said that the vast space of kernels can be further explored to enhance its performance. But the simplistic experiment still guarantees a fair comparison for our method against the published techniques.
Simulated Experiments
The primary aim of this section is to illustrate the underlying properties of the penalized decomposition mentioned in the previous sections. We demonstrate the efficacy of the method on a synthetic dataset which is generated as follows. We generate 3 (noisy) orthogonal basis of 7 dimensions to form the basis matrix F ∈ R 7×3 . The feature matrix G ∈ R 3×400 , is drawn from two Gaussian distributions such that
where N (µ, σ) is a Gaussian kernel with mean µ and variance σ. The labels for the points are now assigned as
Finally, the data matrix is generated by X = FG + α, where α is some white Gaussian noise. We project the data to the positive orthant to guarantee the non-negativity of the training data. We partition half the points from each class for training and the other half for testing. The original basis as well as the features are shown in Fig. 2 . The outputs of the training phase are the estimates for the basis F, the features G (Fig. 3) , and the vector β which has only 5 non-zero elements pointing to the support vectors. The means of the two Gaussian are shifted due to the minimum subtraction, but the variance can still point towards correct estimation of the features. After training, the variances for the features belonging to the two classes were around 1.2, and 5.8. The misclassification error for testing is around 2%.
In the next set of experiments, we work with real waveforms, similar to the experiments proposed by Cichocki et al. [5] . The feature matrix G used to generate the observations is similar to the first experiment. The constituent bases as well as the bases found by our decomposition scheme are shown in Fig. 4 . The classification accuracy for training is around 98%, and for testing is around 96.5%. The variances estimated for the two Gaussian kernels, used to generate the feature matrix G, are 1.07 and 5.09 for training and 1.17 and 5.84 for testing (true values being 1 and 5). 
Digits Recognition
In this section, we present experiments on the popular MNIST [14] and USPS handwritten digit datasets. MNIST is composed of 70,000, 28×28 images, 60,000 for training, 10,000 for testing, each of them containing one handwritten digit. USPS is composed of 7291 training images and 2007 test images of size 16×16. As is often done in classification, we have chosen to learn pairwise binary classifiers, one for each pair of digits. Five-fold cross-validation is performed to find the average error rate. For a given image x, the test procedure consists of selecting the class which receives the most votes from the pairwise classifiers. We compare against the work of Mairal et al. [21] , since their work is closest in principle to the work presented in this paper. They present results for linear as well as bilinear model. We compare against the linear model only, since it has lower reported error rates. For the results presented in Table 2 , REC-L stands for learning a reconstructive dictionary D (also similar to [24] ) and then learning the parameters of the classifier a posteriori, k-NN l 2 stands for k-nearest neighbor with Euclidean distance metric, SDL-G stands for supervised dictionary learning with generative training, and SDL-D stands for supervised dictionary learning with discriminative training, with explicit inclusion of all label states [21] . Our method, denoted as NMFSVM, outperforms all other techniques. Note that our method is competitive since the best error rates published on these datasets are 0.60% [14] for MNIST and 2.4% [9] for USPS, using methods tailored to these tasks, whereas our method is generic and has not been tuned for the handwritten digit classification domain. Fig. 5 shows the discriminative bases for digit 9 vs all others. We compare the dictionary learned by our technique to the supervised dictionary learning with discriminative training (SDL-D) [21] . The bases have been scaled for proper display. The structural similarity to the digits is more striking in the bases obtained by our technique. 
Texture classification
Formulating a similar experiment to Mairal et al. [21] , we choose two texture images from the Brodatz data-set, presented in Fig. 6 , and build two classes, composed of 12×12 patches taken from these two textures. We compare the classification performance of all the methods mentioned in the previous section. The training set was composed of patches from the left half of each texture and the test sets of patches from the right half, so that there is no overlap between them in the training and test set. Error rates are reported in Table. 3 for varying sizes of the training set (m). 
Expression recognition
In our experiments, we use Japanese female facial expression (JAFFE) database [19] . JAFFE database contains 213 images of Japanese female facial expressions. Each one of the 10 subjects produced 3 or 4 samples for each of 7 basic facial expressions: happiness, surprise, fear, sadness, disgust, anger, and neutral pose. After face region is cropped, each image is downsampled to an image size of 40×30 pixels. 150 images are randomly selected, such that each expression class has at least 20 images in the training set, the rest are used as test images. We perform the experiments 5 times each and report the average performance. Comparative results against well known techniques are shown in Table. 4. Also note that for all the other techniques, we need to train a separate svm classifier, but for our technique, the classifier is learned along with the factorization. The basis images obtained by our method, NMFSVM, are shown in Fig. 7 .
Conclusion and Future Work
The development presented in this paper, proposes a joint solution of the problem of feature decomposition as well as margin based classification. Inner product kernel has been shown to be useful for linearly separable data. For more complex data non-linear kernels such as radial basis functions (RBF) are needed. This can be seamlessly integrated into the approach described in this paper, as explained in the supplementary material. The update for the classifier parameter β is obtained by solving a Newton system. The cost function mentioned in Eq. (6) , is generic enough to allow additional constraints, such as orthogonality constraints, as well as controllable sparsity of the basis vectors [10] . All the recent developments within the NMF community [3, 22] , which modify the update equations, can still be applied without varying the classifier loop. 
